DISSENTING OPINION OF J U D G E AL-KHASAWNEH
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1. 1 regret that in this, the first case in which 1 participate, 1 am unable
to agree with al1 the conclusions reached by the rnajority. Consequently
1 am unable to join in their decision that the Court has no jurisdiction.

2. Before explaining the reasons that have led me to take this position,
1 must emphasize that 1 endorse wholeheartedly the call made by the
Court on the two States to settle this dispute, and indeed al1 the disputes
that have plagued their relations since 1947, through peaceful nieans. The
question of jurisdiction is important but it is ultimately a technical matter, and lack of jurisdiction does not in itself indicate that the dispute is
not justiciable, nor does it relieve the parties of their duty to pursue
peaceful settlement on the basis of international law. 1 also feel that the
cal1 made by the Court is both urgent and appropriate. Its urgency may
be measured against the possibilities of dangerous escalation which, on
more than one occasion in the recent past, almost brought India and
Pakistan to the brink of nuclear confrontation. Its appropriateness, on
the other hand, rests on precedent and the fact that in making this call,
the Court is acting wholly within its powers, as the principal judicial
organ of the United Nations.
3. Within the context of the present case the making of this call is al1
the more pertinent in view of the disquieting fact that al1 attempts a t pur-
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suing other peaceful means were rejected by the respondent State before
the case was brought to the Court.
4. The Court's jurisdiction has been invoked on the grounds that it
falls within what is meant by the phrase "al1 matters specially provided
for in the Charter of the United Nations". T o the extent that this areument was abandoned by counsel for Pakistan and, more importantly,
since the Charter does not provide for compulsory jurisdiction, 1 find
myself in agreement with the majority view.
5. 1 a m also in substantive agreement with my colleagues that the 1928
General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes does not
provide a basis for the Court's jurisdiction in view of the Indian communication of 1974, which, while not constituting a formal denunciation of
the said Act, not having been made in accordance with the procedure laid
down in Article 45 of the Act, has nevertheless been treated as "a notification" by the Secretary-General of the United Nations. This fact, taken
together with the lack of any subsequent reaction by the parties to the
Act, including Pakistan - if one is to accept that the latter's communication of 1974 announcing that the Act "continued in force" for Pakistan
by way of succession meant that it was party to the General Act - confirms this conclusion.
6. 1 must add, however. that 1 share in this conclusion with considerable hesitation, for 1 continue to believe that the only thing that could be
stated with certainty and without too much fear of contradiction with
regard to this alleged basis of jurisdiction is that the Dominion of India
was bound by the General Act as of 21 May 193 1. All else remains in the
realm of subjective and contradictory statements, and this includes such
questions as whether the Act devolved on Pakistan by automatic succession; whether lndia continued to be bound by it after its independence by
succession o r otherwise and - beyond the present case - whether the
Act is a political treaty, whether political treaties are transmittable and
lastly whether the Act survived the demise of the League of Nations and
the conclusion of a revised General Act. By confining itself to the effects
of the Indian communication of 1974 and not dealing with these interrelated issues, some of which have appeared before the Court in previous
cases, the Court may have achieved mathematical elegance but a t the
expense of leaving those issues without clarification. In other words the
Court based its decision on a conclusion which might be justifiable in the
present context, but which falls short of the certainty required to fortify
the decision against recurring doubts.
u

7. The third basis on which the Court's jurisdiction has been invoked
is the optional clause system, to which both lndia and Pakistan are party.
Both States have attached various conditions and reservations to their
respective declarations accepting the Court's compulsory jurisdiction.
Two of them concern us in the present case. Let me refer first to the socalled "multilateral convention" reservation common to both declarations. T o the extent that the actions complained of by Pakistan would

prima facie constitute breaches under customary international law, the
reservation is simply irrelevant and cannot bar the Court's jurisdiction' .
8. The other reservation, found in the Indian declaration only, is the
Commonwealth reservation. As is well known, this reservation has its
genesis in a reservation made by the United Kingdom and the six other
members of the Commonwealth in 1930 when they became party to the
General Act. When the Dominion of lndia acceded to the General Act in
1931 the reservation was incorporated into the Indian declaration. The
rationale for it then was that disputes among Commonwealth members
would be settled by a court to be specially created for this purpose but
which in fact never came into existence. Notwithstanding this and the
further fact that the Commonwealth has since undergone fundamental
changes bordering on a metamorphosis, the reservation continued to
appear in the declarations made by some Commonwealth countries
including recent cases of newly independent States, although the number
of States entering such a reservation is quite small. In these circumstances
doubts regarding the obsolescence of the reservation are quite justified.
1 have in mind primarily Judge Ago's dissenting opinion in the case concerning Certain Phosphate Lands in Nauru (Nuuru v. A u s t r ~ l i u ) ~but
,
doubts have also been expressed in the Iiterature3. Against this line of
thinking, it has been argued that the doctrine of obsolescence does not
apply to unilateral acts. This argument is not without force, except that it
is based on the assumption that what starts as a unilateral undertaking
goes on being so even when it is transformed into mutual arrangements,
raising in other parties to the optional clause system reasonable expectations not dissimilar to those raised under treaty relations. Be this as it
may, whilst doubts linger regarding the obsolescence of this reservation,
the case has not been conclusively made for obsolescence.
9. The major obstacle to the argument of obsolescence, as far as the
present case is concerned, is the repeated insertion of the Commonwealth
reservation in successive Indian declarations accepting the Court's compulsory jurisdiction, and it is precisely the maintenance of this reservation
and the modifications that were inserted into it that sets the Indian reservation aside from other Commonwealth reservations found in declarations made by other States, and leaves no doubt as to the existence of a
conscious will on the part of India to transform the reservation - originally meant as a means of providing for alternative modes of peaceful
settlement - into a reservation rutiotze prrsonae, properly so described,
directed against one State only: Pakistan, a State which maintains no
similar reservation with regard to India. Thus in 1959 India modified the

'

Militcrry und Purumilitary Actiixitic.s in und uguinst Nicrrrtrguu (Nicuruguu v. United
Srutes of Arnericu). I.C.J. Rc~ports1984. pp. 424-425. para. 73.
* 1.C.J. Reports 1992, p. 326.
Alexandrov. Re.servution.s in Unilutc~rulDec1urution.s Accepting the Compulsory Jurisdiction of' the Internutionul Court of'Justicc~.pp. 120-122.

wording of the reservation to read: "(2) Disputes with the Government
of any State which, on the date of this Declaration, is a Member of the
Commonwealth of Nationsm4.Omitted from the new version were the
words "al1 of which disputes shall be settled in such manner as the parties
have agreed o r shall agree" which were contained in previous declarations.
10. In 1974 a new declaration was made by lndia and again the reservation was maintained, but with a new modification. It now reads:
"(2) disputes with the government of any State which is o r has been a
Member of the Commonwealth of Nationsw5.
11. By 1974, Pakistan had left the Commonwealth and the change in
the wording was necessary to bar the Court's jurisdiction in disputes with
that State, which was in fact trying to invoke that jurisdiction against
India. There can be no doubt in the light of those circumstances that the
reservation was intended to operate against Pakistan. The only other
States that were n o longer Members of the Commonwealth were South
Africa, but that happened in 1960, and Ireland, which had left the Commonwealth in 1948.
12. The argument has however been made that even if the reservation
was directed at Pakistan alone, this would be no more than a classic
reservation vufione prvsonae made under a system of compulsory jurisdiction where the practice has permitted a choice of partners, and that
therefore the Indian reservation did not amount to discrimination o r
abuse of rights but is wholly within a declarant State's discretion.
13. 1 propose now to examine this issue bearing in mind that the Court
has never had the opportunity to decide on the validity o r otherwise of a
reservation excluding disputes r-utionr pcvsonue.
14. As a general comment, it has long been recognized that the practice of the Court has tended to accord States more freedom to enter
reservations in their declarations accepting its compulsory jurisdiction
than the plain words of Article 36, paragraph 3, of the Statute provide for.
One looks in vain for any reflection of the maxim incl~rsiounius r.st e'rclirsio ultrvius. Be this as it may, the fact that a reservation is extra-statutory
in the sense that it goes beyond Article 36, paragraph 3, cannot in itself,
in view of the existence of settled practice, lead to invalidity. On the other
hand, when al1 allowance is made for political realism and when cognizance is fully taken of the fact that the Court's jurisdiction operates only
within the parameters of the declarations and that its jurisdiction has to
be proved to the hilt, some room must be left for an objective assessment
of the validity o r otherwise of the reservations and conditions contained
in declarations accepting its jurisdiction. T o deny this is to abdicate
responsibility. Where the Court strikes a delicate balance between the

1. C.J. Yc,urhook 1959-1960. p. 242.
Yeurhook 1996-1997, p. 99.
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need for care and caution in asserting its jurisdiction on the one hand,
and the duty to d o justice on the other, has to be decided contextually in
each case.
15. Another important consideration to be borne in mind in striking
that delicate balance is that the system of international adjudication is
not a static one. Indeed, implicit in the very notion of an optional system
is a presumption of temporariness. When the concept of an optional
clause system was born, it was not possible to gain universal support for
a comprehensive system of adjudication and it is still doubtful that such
a system can gain support in the foreseeable future, but this should not
obscure the need to move towards that ideal.
16. In deciding the validity o r otherwise of reservations, the Court
cannot be oblivious to the fact that merely to take note of reservations
without examining their content can hardly advance the cause of international adjudication. In the realm of questions relating to the determination of its own jurisdiction (la compétence de lu compétence) the
Court has never shied away from rejecting arguments that sought, under
the guise of the unilateral nature of declarations, to reserve such matters
to the discretion of the declarant State. There is no reason why the same
reasoning should not apply to other areas where the Court's jurisdiction
is invoked.
17. The distinction drawn between situations that fa11 under paragraph 6 of Article 36 and the remainder of that Article is a n artificial one
and, if maintained, will mean that the unity of purpose of the Article will
collapse.
18. From the early days of the optional clause system, reservations
ratiane per.sonae have been made in myriad ways, but they have invariably had a rationale, o r at least a reasonably defensible justification. It
would not be proper for me to comment on the validity o r otherwise of
those reservations that have not been considered by the Court - especially as most of them are contained in declarations that have either
lapsed o r were withdrawn. Suffice it to mention in general that reservations ratione personue meant to provide for alternative ways of peaceful
settlement have a rationale that fortifies them against accusations of arbitrariness. Similarly, reservations that made acceptance of compulsory
jurisdiction conditional upon a number of State Members of the League
of Nations accepting similar commitments also have a justification. Likewise reservations that made recognition of the declarant State a prior
condition to adjudication under the optional clause may be said to have
a rationale. What sets the Indian Commonwealth reservation apart, as
worded in the 1974 declaration, is that it does not even pretend to have a
justification. T o be sure, any reservation, even if made ratione materiue
or ratione tenlporis or otherwise, will ultimately exclude jurisdiction in
respect of disputes between the declzrant State and one o r more other
States. The difference between such reservations and the Commonwealth
reservation in this case might be n o more than one of more careful con-

cealment of intent, but declarant States are at least entitled to the benefit
of the doubt in this regard. By entering a reservation that cannot be interpreted - when regard is given to its terms and the circumstances in
which it was made - except as intended to bar jurisdiction with another
State only, and when one also considers that removal of this bar to jurisdiction is not dependent on the fulfilment of an objective condition, and
considers further that the State against whom the reservation is intended
to operate maintains no similar reservation with regard to the declarant
State and is entitled to reasonable expectations of adjudication under the
network of engagements that constitutes the optional clause system, one
appreciates that the Indian reservation, as presently worded, is of a truly
unique nature. The Court could not have been clearer when it stated:

"the unilateral nature of declarations does not signify that the State
making the declaration is free to amend the scope and the contents
of its solemn commitments as it pleases"'.

19. An assessment of the terms of the Indian Commonwealth reservation (addition of the words "or has been" a Member of the Commonwealth of Nations), the absence of a reference to alternative means of
peaceful settlement agreed upon o r to be agreed upon, and a consideration of the circumstances under which the reservation was made together
with the actual text, reveal a clear will of arbitrary exclusion and give the
reservation an exceptional nature that puts it outside the purview of permissibility. 1 a m compelled therefore to the conclusion that the reservation is invalid and cannot bar the Court's jurisdiction.
20. Having reached this conclusion, 1 shall now turn to the consequential question of whether the invalid part of the Indian declaration is separable from the rest or, whether, as was argued for India, the declaration
and the reservation stand o r fall together.

21. The separability of void o r invalid reservations from declarations
accepting the Court's compulsory jurisdiction is still in most ways terra
inrognitu. The paucity of precedents and the further fact that, on the few
occasions when the question was considered - notably in the Certuin
Novwegiun Louns and l n t e r h a n d ~cases,
l
and in the Fislzerirs J u r i s d i c ~ i o n
(Spuin v. Cunuda) case7 - it was not settled, are both undoubtedly contributory factors to the lack of authoritative solutions. However, much of
Milittrrj (rnd Puruniilirciry Ac,ti~~irie.s
in crncl ugciin.ct Nictiruguu (Nicarcigiru v. Unitc,d
Stutc,.c oj' An~c~ric~u),
1. C.J. Report.~1984, p. 41 8.
' C c ~ l u i ~Norivegicrn
l
Louiis. Juclgnic~nt.1. C: J. Rc,por.i.s 1957, p. 55 ; Intcrhundi~l,Preiiniintrrl,. 0hjection.s. Jlrd,~m<wt,
1. C.J. Rc~ports1959. pp. 57. 77 and 116; Fi~hcricsJurixdiction (Spoin v. Cunrr(/cr). Jurisitliction of' tlle Court. Judgn~c~rit,
I.C.J. Reports 1998,
para. 47.
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the uncertainty stems from the very nature of the concept of separability
itself, which, though governed by the general principles of interpretation,
depends largely on a reconstruction of the parties' probable intention in
making the legal act, as well as on another factor, extraneous to the text
itself, namely whether continued performance will lead to unjust results
for the concerned party after severance of the impugned part.

22. By contrast to the Court's jurisprudence, a wealth of concepts
exists in the major systems of law, and whether these are to be found in
the domain of the judicial review of public statutes o r of private contracts, they are relevant as general principles of law within the meaning of
Article 38, paragraph 1 ( c ) , of the Statute of the Court.
23. Recourse should be had to those concepts and also to the law of
treaties (the Vienna Conventions of 1969 and 1986), not only because
declarations accepting the Court's compulsory jurisdiction constitute a
"network of engagements", but also because the views of some of the
judges in the aforementioned cases had the effect of leading the International Law Commission to reopen its consideration of the matter of separability, a process which led in turn to the adoption of Article 44 of the
1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, and of the same numbered Article in the 1986 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
between States and International Organizations or between International
Organizations, both of which deal with separability.
24. As an example from one of the major systems of law, the Court
was kindly invited by the Attorney General for India to consider a case
decided by the Supreme Court of lndia in 1957, in which the underlying
principle that :
"The test to be applied is whether the legislature would have
enacted the valid part if it had known that the rest of the statute was
invalid. If the valid and the invalid provisions are so inextricably
mixed up that they cannot be separated from one another, then the
invalidity of a portion must result in the invalidity of the Act in its
entirety"
is said to support India's contention as to inseparability of the reservation from its declaration.
25. A closer look a t that decision, far from supporting such a contention, in fact reveals a more complex and less severe test for separability which relies heavily on United States judicial precedents and authorities - than was suggested to the Court.
R. M. D. Chumurhuugii~crlltr v. Tllc Union of' Inditr. 1957. Supreme Court Reports,
pp. 950-951 : CR 200012. p. 14.
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26. Thus the Indian Supreme Court, in commenting on a n earlier decision stated:
"The doctrine of severability rests, as will presently be shown, on
a presiimed intention of the legislature that if a part of a statute
turns out to be void, that should not affect the validity of the rest of
it, and that that intention is to be ascertained from the terms of the
statute. It is the true nature of the subject-matter of the legislation
that is the determining factor, and while a classification made in the
statute might go far to support a conclusion in favour of severability, the absence of it does not necessarily preclude it."Y

27. As for the test itself, it comprises seven elements, only parts of
which were cited in the oral pleadings, Le., the first element and the first
half of the second element. The first element relates to whether the legislature would have enacted the valid part if it had known the invalidity of
the rest and is simply irrelevant in the present case.
28. N o one has contended that India knew in advance that its Commonwealth reservation was invalid. In fact, India argued that its Commonwealth reservation was not "repugnant to Article 36, paragraph 3, o r
any other article of the Statute".
29. The second element relating to the valid and invalid portions being
so inextricably mixed up that they cannot be separated, is balanced by
the rest of the element under the same heading (which was not cited), but
which States:
"On the other hand, if they are so distinct and separate that after
striking out what is invalid, what remains is in itself a complete code
independent of the rest, then it will be upheld notwithstanding that
the rest has become unenforceable." l0
Applying this to the Indian declaration, even a cursory perusal would
confirm that its various elements are formally classified into distinct
headings and apply rutione inuteriue to separate matters, the integrity
of which would not be affected by striking out the impugned reservation.
30. The third element is that even if the valid and invalid parts are distinct, the invalidity of some will result in the invalidity of the whole, if
they al1 form part of a single scheme intended to operate as a whole. This
element of the test is more to the point, for here the intention of the
legislature o r - by analogy - the declarant State comes to the forefront
and assumes primacy over the other elements. But in this area also, the
Indian argument fails because of the lack of evidence to support the

"

R. M. D. Cl~trr~~trih<ri~y~~~~rllu
v. Tlrc, U ~ i i o tof~ Intlitr. 1957. Supremc Court Reports.
p. 944.
"' Ihitl.. p. 95 1.
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claim that the declaration and reservation were intended to operate as a
single scheme. Nothing can be more obvious than the fact that e x post
fucto statements made while this case was being considered before the
Court to the effect that the declaration "constitutes an integral whole, an
unity, reflecting the intention of the party" cannot substitute retroactively
for the total lack of evidence. The only evidence that could be adduced in
this respect was the fact that the Commonwealth reservation was maintained in the various declarations made by India accepting compulsory
jurisdiction. N o firm inference however can be drawn from this practice,
save the inference that the reservation was important - perhaps even of
considerable importance - to India, but this cannot of itself support a
finding that it was the crucial or essential element in India's acceptance of
compulsory jurisdiction. In the first place there is a general presumption
that States d o not act lightly or frivolously and, in the area of formulating the terms of their acceptance of the Court's compulsory jurisdiction,
it is reasonable to assume that States attach importance to al1 the reservations and conditions contained in their declarations, especially if such
conditions have withstood the test of time and the even more havocwreaking scrutiny of rigorous officials. However, to infer that every
reservation that has not been purged or trimmed falls within the ambit
of the crucial element of consent is to assume too much.
3 1. In the Certuir~Noriivgiun Louns case Judge Hersch Lauterpacht's
often-quoted opinion on the inseparability of the French reservation on
domestic jurisdiction from the rest of France's declaration rested on two
grounds: the subject-matter of the reservation and the supporting evidence. With respect to the subject-matter, the French reservation, relating as it did to domestic jurisdiction, defined a general attitude towards
the concept of compulsory jurisdiction and the limits within which France
was ready to accept limitations to its own jurisdiction. His inference as to
inseparability was therefore entirely justified. By contrast, the Indian reservation related only to a group of States and could not therefore define
a general attitude or a general posture to compulsory jurisdiction. Additionally, the centrality of reserving matters to domestic jurisdiction pertains by definition to the very concept of sovereignty and this fact was
supported by statements that had been made in the French Chamber of
Deputies. In the present case n o evidence could be supplied by India,
either with reference to the "legislative history" of the declaration or otherwise, regarding the essential or crucial character of the Commonwealth
reservation to India's consent.
32. The remaining elements in the test devised by the Indian Supreme
Court - 4, 5, 6 and 7 - deal respectively with the requirement that what
is left should not be so thin and truncated; the primacy of substance over
forma1 classification; the requirement that there be no subsequent modification of the valid part amounting to judicial legislation; arid the need
to look at the legislative history of the Statute, its object, title and pre-

amble. Applying these elements to the Indian declaration they al1 argue
for separability of the reservation from the declaration.

33. 1 have delved into the learned arguments in this Indian decision in
answer t o the cal1 to d o so made by the Attorney General for India, but
it is unnecessary to delve in like fashion into similar concepts found in
other major systems of law. It is reasonable to expect that the solutions
devised by those systems would not be radically different from that decision. Suffice it to mention, for example. that under Islamic law, the problem of separability would seem to be governed by the maxim "Ma La
Udrciku kullul~La Utrtrku Julloh" - that which cannot be attained in its
entirety should not be substantially abandoned. A concept remarkably
similar to the Roman law principle ut rrs mugis voleuf quam prreat
a
document should be given validity wherever possible. It is also similar
to what is generally agreed to be one of the basic goals of the law on
invalidity, as formulated in the Vienna Conventions of 1969 and 1986,
namely "to preserve, whenever possible, the validity of conventional
arrangements rather than to altogether destroy it by considerations alien
to that goal" l ' .
-

34. T o be sure, the law of treaties has had to acknowledge a tension,
traceable to the early publicists12, between the need on the one hand to
preserve the integrity of treaties and to guard against arbitrary separability, and on the other not to permit States to invoke the very invalidity
which they may have caused to be freed from their other obligations.
Additionally, as treaties have tended to become more multilateral and
heterogeneous in content, the rules governing separability have also
tended to become more relaxed.

35. Reflecting those developments in the field of treaty-making and
reconciling, or at least trying to reconcile those tensions, Article 44 of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties opened the door for the principle of separability of treaty provisions, albeit in suitably guarded terms
and subject to cumulative conditions stricter in some respects than those
found under the general principles of law referred to in Article 38, paragraph I (c), of the Statute.
36. Thus, in paragraph 3 of Article 44, the principle of separability is
established in cases where the ground relates solely to particular clauses
(which is self-evidently the case with respect to the Commonwealth
reservation) and where :
l a ) The said clauses are separable from the remainder of the treaty with
Rozakis. Tllr Conccy~tof Jus Cogcns irl tllc~Ltrii o/'Tr<utic~s.
1976. p. 124.
For an historical overview see CorliJï(,trtiorr o/'Ir1t1~r11triion<rl
Lrriv. Sirpplcrncnt to the
Atn(~ricurlJoirrrlul o f I17f~rrrt1fioi~t11
LuM,.Vol. 29, 1935. pp. 1134-1 144.
"
l2

regard to their application - which is again self-evident in the case
of the Commonwealth reservation.
(6) It appears from the treaty or is otherwise established that acceptance of those clauses was not an essential basis of the consent of the
other party or parties to be bound by the treaty as a whole.
The International Law Commission's commentary on what was
to become Article 44, paragraph 3 (r), makes it clear that whether
the condition is met "would necessarily be a matter to be established
by reference to the subject-matter of the clauses, their relation to the
other clauses, to the travaux préparutoires and to the circumstances
of the conclusion of the treaty" 1 3 .
In this regard, the subject-matter of the Commonwealth reservation - being particular to a group of States and not representing a
general attitude towards the concept of compulsory jurisdiction
such as would be, for example, the exclusion of matters falling
within the domestic jurisdiction of the declarant State - does not
give rise to an inference that acceptance of the reservation was an
essential or crucial basis of consent t o submit to compulsory jurisdiction. Moreover, the relationship of the reservation to other reservations or conditions or other parts of the declaration cannot support such an inference. The only inference that can be drawn is that
the reservation is readily separable from the remainder of the declaration. As for the trui1uu.u prkpuratoircs (or their equivalent in the
area of the optional acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction) no evidence whatsoever was provided by India that, with reference to
those sources, its consent depended crucially on inseparability of
declaration and reservation.
The words "and to the circumstances of the conclusion of the
treaty" may give credence prima facie to the argument that, since
the revised version of India's latest declaration in 1974 took place in
circumstances where India was trying to avoid Pakistan's invocation
of the Court's jurisdiction, it represented an essential basis of India's
consent. Again in the absence of supporting evidence and given that
the subject-matter of the reservation is confined to a particular class
of disputes, any conclusion that goes beyond acknowledging that
the reservation was an important - as distinct from an essential basis of consent would be unwarranted. Indeed the very fact that
India chose to renew its declaration - with modifications - under
those circumstances would support this conclusion.
( c ) Continued performance of the remainder of the treaty would not be

l 3 Yeurhook of thc Internurioncil Ltrii Corntni.s.siori. 1966. Vol. I I , p. 238. Sinclair. The
Viennu Convenrion or1 the LUI<.
of' Treutir.r, 2nd ed., pp. 166-167.
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unjust. As is well known, this condition has been criticized as being
inevitably subjective, adding little to the underlying basis of condition ( h i 1 4 . Against this, the rationale for the paragraph seems to be
that it is useful to deal with situations where - with the passage of
time - certain provisions may gain or lose in importance in a way
not foreseen in the negotiations. Whatever the merits or demerits of
this condition, it is apparent that the continued binding force of the
Indian declaration without the reservation would not be unjust for
India, given that Pakistan maintains no such reservation with regard
to India. Moreover, while opinions differ as to the obsolescence
stricto sensu of the Commonwealth reservation, there can be little
doubt that the reservation is losing in relevance as time passes 15, as
can be seen not only from the diminishing number of Commonwealth members who maintain such a reservation but also from the
phenomenon - admittedly still in .stafu nuscentl'i - of greater readiness on the part of States, including Commonwealth members, to
submit to compulsory jurisdiction in other fora and under important
instruments, for example under the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention
and within the framework of the World Trade Organization.
37. It would seem therefore that the reservation in question is likely to
decline further in importance over time, which would support the conclusion that striking out the Commonwealth reservation is unlikely to lead
to unjust results for India by reason of the continued performance of its
remaining obligations under its declaration.
38. It would follow, therefore, that the reservation is separable from
the rest of the declaration.
(Signcd) Awn S. AL-KHASAWNEH.

l 4 Capotorti, "L'extinction et la suspension des traites". 134 Ri.i.lrril 11e.c cours, 1971.
p. 463.
" The literature lends authority to this view; Merrills for example observes "this reservation must be taken to have outlived its usefulness" (British Your Book of1titc~rnutiontrl
Luil., 1993. p. 222).

